
Geophysics Breakthrough - Ideal for VMS /
Massive Sulphides / Nickel / Copper Deposits

HeliSAM Successfully Finds Large
VMS Property in Saskatchewan

HeliSAM and HeliWinder a potent combination for today's
mining companies.

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO, CANADA, December 18, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- HeliSAM and HeliWinder will maximize
investor confidence in the projects where they are employed.

The combination is a hybrid geophysics technique which is
able to cover a months worth of ground geophysics inside a
few hours.  

How does it work?

The loops are laid by helicopter using the HeliWinder
technology.  Then, basically - a transmitter is placed on the
ground - the helicopter then takes off flying up and down the
loops measuring the signal.  The technology is able to
complete a months worth of ground geophysics in a matter of
hours.  The technology is quite fascinating.

A saavy CEO / geophysical purchaser would be very pleased
with the results - defining the ore body, OR NOT - in just a few
hours.

Deeper, faster and with amazing clarity.  

For more information, call 807 473 3648 and you will be forwarded to our geophysics specialists.

COVER A MONTHS WORTH
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- IN A MATTER OF HOURS”
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Video: https://vimeo.com/212122982
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HeliSAM and HeliWinder Represent a Paradigm Shift in
Geophysics Exploration
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